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RobeRt HenRi, Walt WHitman, 
and tHe ameRican aRtist
Ruth L. Bohan
“I Love WaLt, and i follow everything that is written about him,” painter 
Robert Henri exclaimed at his first meeting with anarchist emma Gold-
man, herself an ardent consumer of Whitman’s verse.1  a committed 
and highly respected teacher of some of the country’s most important 
early twentieth-century artists, Henri articulated a significant place for 
Whitman within the country’s expanding arts community.  Whitman’s 
non-elitist, activist posture and his enthusiastic engagement with even 
the most mundane elements of his urban milieu offered a refreshingly 
new and democratic perspective far removed from the staid, impersonal 
standards mandated by the academy. Particularly important were 
Whitman’s celebration of the self, personality, and the bond between 
the individual and the community.  in striking opposition to the high 
moral expectations that circulated around nineteenth-century notions of 
character, the emphasis on personality—what Whitman lauded as “the 
great pride of man in himself”—shifted the dynamic inward toward the 
self.2   in 1896, four years after Whitman’s death, the naturalist John 
burroughs, a member of Whitman’s inner circle, boldly characterized 
the poet as “a new type, rising out of new conditions . . . the new man 
in the new world.” 3  Henri commenced his career in Philadelphia with 
words like burroughs’s echoing in his ear and throughout his thirty-
year career achieved widespread recognition as a forceful and dynamic 
interpreter of the creative potential of Whitman’s verse for members 
of the american arts community.  Whether in the classroom, in his 
writings, or in his innovative contributions to the exhibition practices 
of the day, Henri nurtured and inspired a broad range of artists, many 
of whom are recognized today for their innovative and provocative 
contributions to american modernism.4  
born in cincinnati, Henri was raised on the nebraska frontier 
where he combined an active outdoor life with a passion for books.  but 
when his father, a gambler and cattleman, shot one of his employees 
in self-defense, Henri’s western life came to an abrupt and untimely 
end.  it was at this point that the nebraska-bred Robert Henry cozad 
reinvented himself as Robert earle Henri.  “names are the turning 
point of who shall be master,” Whitman advised, and, like Henri, he 
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had enacted his own audacious act of self-mastery at the outset of his 
poetic career by changing his name from the formal “Walter Whitman, 
Jr.” to the more personable and informal “Walt Whitman.”5  Henri’s 
act of self-naming signified a similarly dramatic rupture with the past 
and a foreshadowing of his artistic 
future.  the name “Henri” consti-
tuted a reformulation of his own 
middle name, but with the French 
spelling of his ancestors.  although 
he would later spend considerable 
time abroad, Henri rejected the 
name’s French pronunciation, 
preferring the more individualis-
tic and conspicuously american 
“Hen-rye.”6  the aspiring artist in 
Henri also recognized the name’s 
value as a graphic reinforcement of the act of seeing, for embedded in 
this anglo-French hybrid is a homophonic pun on the english word 
“eye,” which Henri wittily acknowledged with his signature on a letter 
to the wife of his friend John sloan (Figure 1).   
three years into his new identity, Henri enrolled as a student at 
the Pennsylvania academy of the Fine arts.  too late to study with 
thomas eakins, whose resignation eight months earlier had deprived 
the school of an ardent Whitman supporter, Henri, like other artists 
of his generation, first came to appreciate Whitman’s importance both 
for himself and for american art generally during an extended period 
of study and travel in europe.  Whitman’s reputation in France and 
throughout much of Western europe was considerably stronger than in 
the United states at this time and was already attracting the attention 
of a growing cadre of writers, artists, and critics.7  Henri was initially 
drawn more to emerson than Whitman when he arrived to study at 
the académie Julian in september 1888, but spirited conversations 
with the canadian artist ernest thompson seton, a fellow student at 
the académie, helped shift his attention toward Whitman.  the two 
painted together in the forests near Fontainebleau where they indulged 
their fondness for the French barbizon artist, Jean-François millet, a 
favorite also of Whitman, and explored their love of nature and their 
growing interest in matters of the self. 8    
Henri’s interest in Whitman intensified following his return to 
Philadelphia in late 1891.  the poet, who lived out the last twenty years 
of his life just across the delaware River in camden, new Jersey, was 
in failing health and would die the following march.9  When he died, 
the local press devoted dozens of column inches to lengthy assessments 
of his poetry, his life, and his “magnificent personality.”10  national 
Figure 1. detail of illustrated letter from 
Robert Henri to dolly sloan, January 12, 
1908.  John sloan manuscript collection, 
delaware art museum.  Gift of Helen Farr 
sloan, 1978.
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and international publications soon followed with their own glowing 
tributes to the poet.  With only slight exaggeration Whitman scholar 
Gay Wilson allen lamented that “in his death Whitman received more 
newspaper space than he had during his whole lifetime.”11  at the cem-
etery a crowd of between three and four thousand listened respectfully 
to the remarks of the acclaimed inspirational speaker, colonel Robert 
G. ingersoll, and members of Whitman’s inner circle who lauded the 
poet for his humanitarianism, his songs of death and immortality, and 
his impassioned sympathy for the common and the everyday.12   
in the months following Whitman’s death, Henri strengthened his 
commitment to the camden bard through friendships and professional 
contacts within the local arts community.  at the Philadelphia school 
of design for Women, where Henri launched his teaching career, two 
of his colleagues, Henry mccarter and samuel murray, both former 
eakins students, were Whitman enthusiasts.13  Henri was also friends 
with the quixotic poet, playwright, and critic sadakichi Hartmann, who 
in 1895 published Conversations with Walt Whitman, a memoir detailing 
his many personal encounters with the man he enthusiastically lauded 
as “the most american intellectual individuality these states have hith-
erto produced.”14  but it was Henri’s friendship with John sloan, which 
commenced over a conversation about Whitman at the studio of sculp-
tor charles Grafly, that generated the most enduring and rewarding of 
his involvements with Whitman’s Philadelphia supporters.  sloan later 
confessed, “Henri was my father in art, i got my Whitman through 
him” (qtd. in Kwiat, 620).15  
the year following their introduction Henri began hosting weekly 
gatherings at his studio at 806 Walnut street.  the gatherings included 
lively discussions of art, music, literature, politics, and the role of the 
artist in society.  besides Whitman, the group pondered the writings of 
edward bellamy, Ralph Waldo emerson, William morris Hunt, John 
Ruskin, Émile Zola, leo tolstoy, and Henrik ibsen.  sloan recalled 
in particular the comprehensive way Whitman energized the group’s 
commitment to yoking their art with the quotidian experiences of their 
lives.  He hailed the poet as “a very important influence on our think-
ing in the ’90s,” a “catalyst,” whose “stimulating poetic point of view” 
helped members of the group translate the seemingly mundane experi-
ences around them into art.16  in addition to sloan, the group included a 
number of newspaper illustrators, including William Glackens, everett 
shinn, and George luks (all later members of the influential american 
art group known as the eight), edward davis (father of artist stuart 
davis), and sculptors charles Grafly and a. stirling calder.  
Henri’s Philadelphia gatherings approximated that “close phalanx, 
ardent, radical and progressive” that Whitman had called for in his ad-
dress before the brooklyn art Union some forty years earlier.17  in the 
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fledgling american art community of 1850s new York, Whitman had 
sought to bolster the standing of artists both individually and as part 
of what he hoped would be a growing democratic association by urging 
them to nurture a strong, collective identity.  doing so, he reasoned, 
would help to keep distracting and uncreative elements at bay, while 
simultaneously diminishing the lure of europe.  in similar fashion, 
Henri strengthened the independence and self-esteem of the fledgling 
artists in his circle, while fostering a lively artistic community where 
previously there had been none.  as sloan remarked, “it was really 
Henri’s direction that made us paint at all, and paint the life around 
us. . . . i feel certain that the reason our group in Philadelphia became 
painters is due to Henri.”18              
in 1900, Henri moved to new York.  seven months later, he re-
turned to Philadelphia at the invitation of the Philadelphia school of 
design for Women to deliver his first public lecture on art.  the talk, 
presented on march 29, 1901, provided Henri with an important public 
platform from which to disseminate his beliefs on Whitman’s importance 
for current and future generations of american artists.  the Philadel-
phia Press, edited by long-time Whitman supporter talcott Williams, 
accorded the lecture prominent billing.   
Henri commenced his remarks by distancing himself from one of 
the mainstays of the nineteenth-century art curriculum and the domi-
nant theme of his own art instruction at the académie Julian.  “the 
real study of an art student,” he cautioned, “is generally missed in the 
pursuit of technic.”  Far more crucial for the artist and society generally 
was the nurturing of the artist’s imaginative sense: “the cherishing of 
his emotions.  never undervaluing them.  the pleasure of exclaiming 
them to others.  and an eager search for their clearest expression.” 
like the narrator in Whitman’s short poem “When i Heard the learn’d 
astronomer,” Henri stressed the value of the imagination and of empiri-
cal observation over the abstract “charts and diagrams” that too often 
dominated learning in a classroom (LG, 271).  “the teacher should 
be an encourager,” he advised, not merely an enforcer of the received 
codes and expectations of the past:  “the reproduction of things is but 
the idle industry of one who does not value his sensations.”  confident 
of his audience’s familiarity with the basic contours of Whitman’s life 
and assured that at least some in the audience had known the poet 
personally, Henri stressed Whitman’s value as a model for young art-
ists.  “Walt Whitman was such as i have proposed the real art student 
should be.  His work—nothing greater has been done at any time—is an 
autobiography—not of haps and mishaps, but of his deepest thoughts, 
his life indeed.”  to drive home his point, Henri cited a passage from 
Whitman’s autobiographical essay, “a backward Glance o’er travel’d 
Roads,” in which the poet forcefully reiterated the connection between 
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his verse and his person:  “‘leaves of Grass’ indeed (i cannot too often 
reiterate) has mainly been the outcropping of my own emotional and 
other personal nature—an attempt, from first to last, to put a person, 
a human being (myself, in the latter half of the nineteenth century, in 
america) freely, fully and truly on record.”19  
not cited in the newspaper account but equally important to Henri’s 
pedagogical platform and fully-articulated in “a backward Glance” was 
Whitman’s emphasis on the importance of personality.  With forthright 
directness, Whitman explained his “ambition to articulate and faith-
fully express in literary or poetic form, and uncompromisingly, my own 
physical, emotional, moral, intellectual, and aesthetic Personality, in 
the midst of, and tallying, the momentous spirit and facts of its im-
mediate days, and of current america.”  in even stronger language, he 
announced his intention “to exploit that Personality . . .  in a far more 
candid and comprehensive sense than any hitherto poem or book” (LG, 
563).20  Whitman’s dramatic assertion of the value of filtering the sights 
and sounds of “current america” through the enlarging lens of his own 
personal identity made a lasting impression on Henri who would make 
this the cornerstone of his teaching philosophy.  as an avid consumer 
of the expanding literature on Whitman, Henri was well-aware of the 
strong biographical orientation of much of the early twentieth-century 
writings on Whitman and of the general fascination with the poet’s 
colorful individuality.21  His own inclinations in this regard were rein-
forced by his acquaintance with carleton noyes, a Harvard graduate 
and instructor of english there who sought out Henri’s advice on a 
book he was writing on the enjoyment of art from a layman’s point of 
view.  in 1910 noyes published An Approach to Walt Whitman, one of 
the several books of the period to examine Whitman’s poetry as a direct 
manifestation of his life.  “the essence of his personality is distilled for 
us in his poetry,” noyes asserted, “and therein we have the man in his 
fullest revelation.”  in a statement which could have been written by 
Henri himself, noyes asserted: “the culture for which Whitman pleads 
is the culture of the personality, the return from external standards 
and supports to one’s own native force and the authority inherent in 
one’s self.” 22
to a generation bristling under the restrictive policies of the 
academy and confounded by the increasing blandness of corporate 
america, Whitman’s emphasis on the self-affirming power of the in-
dividual proved an attractive alternative for artists across the visual 
spectrum.  and although Whitman was neither the first nor the sole 
voice advocating for greater personal freedom in the arts in the early 
years of the twentieth century, his presence helped root those ideas in 
an explicitly american cultural context.23  For nearly three decades, 
Henri channeled Whitman’s emphasis on the self, personality, and the 
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bond between the individual and the community into a pedagogical 
practice that attracted many of the country’s leading younger artists. 
First at the Veltin school and later at the new York school of art, the 
Henri school, the art students league, and the Ferrer center, Henri 
encouraged artists to internalize and personalize the lessons of Whit-
man’s verse.  like the poet whose ideas he so vigorously championed, 
Henri attached little importance to the constricting and often divisive 
associations that circulated around notions of style and artistic affiliation 
and focused instead on matters essential to the personal development 
of each artist individually.  as he noted, “i do not teach my students 
to lean on what i say or what i see. i want them to see for themselves. 
i want them to be independent.”24  
in a major article in The Craftsman, published in 1909, Henri reiter-
ated his commitment to instilling in his students a compelling sense of 
independence in order to develop “a strong personal art in america.” 
such an art, he advised, was “not limited to a question of subject or 
of technique” but called for “a real understanding of the fundamental 
conditions personal to a country, and then the relation of the individual 
to these conditions.”  Henri again cited Whitman as the ideal model for 
young artists.  “before a man tries to express anything to the world, he 
must recognize in himself an individual,” he wrote, “a new one, very 
distinct from others.  Walt Whitman did this, and that is why i think 
his name so often comes to me.  the one great cry of Whitman was for 
a man to find himself.”25  the excited language, first person narration, 
and rambling presentation that are the hallmarks of Whitman’s verse 
proved especially attractive to a generation of artists eager to distance 
themselves from the timeworn expectations of their craft, yet largely 
unsure of how to map a more fulfilling and challenging future.  Whether 
it was the “groups of newly-come immigrants” at the wharves, “the loud 
laugh of work-people at their meals,” or “the prostitute [draggling] her 
shawl” and the “crowd [who] laugh at her blackguard oaths,” Whit-
man filled his verse with lively first person narratives that enchanted 
audiences with their variety, humanity, and sense of a life lived to its 
fullest:  “in me the caresser of life wherever moving, / . . . absorbing 
all to myself and for this song” (LG, 42, 56, 43, 40).  
Whitman’s assertive posture of direct urban encounter accorded 
well with the journalistic experiences of several of Henri’s students 
and quickly became the model for one of the most distinctive tools 
in Henri’s pedagogical arsenal.  Henri regularly assigned students to 
explore the city on foot, recording their experiences in quickly drawn 
sketches that would be reworked into more detailed paintings during 
each week’s composition class.  He once described the “sketch hunter” 
as one who “moves through life as he finds it, not passing negligently 
the things he loves, but stopping to know them, and to note them down 
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in the shorthand of his sketchbook.”  “the goal,” he explained, “is 
not making art.  it is living a life. . . . it is the trace of those who have 
led their lives” (Spirit, 17, 198).  stuart davis recalled the sheer joy of 
“running around and drawing things in the raw,” citing in particular 
student excursions to “chinatown; the bowery; the burlesque shows; 
the brooklyn bridge; mcsorley’s saloon on east 7th street; the music 
Halls of Hoboken; the negro saloons; [and] . . . the canal boats under 
the Public market.”26  such diversity recalled for him the sites Whit-
man had himself encountered on his urban rambles and strengthened 
davis’s desire to express in his art “the thing Whitman felt.”27   sloan 
agreed, noting that Whitman’s “descriptive catalogues of life” helped 
“interest me in the details of life around me” (qtd. in Kwiat, 620).28    
in an interview later in life, davis spoke effusively about the in-
tense personal value he gained from Henri’s emphasis on writers like 
Whitman.  “When Henri spoke of writers,” davis recalled, “what he 
did was to inspire a desire on the part of the listener to go out, to look 
up all this stuff and to get involved with it.  there was nothing like that 
in any other art school in new York, in europe, or anywhere else so far 
as i know.  it was a unique thing which inspired the students with the 
thought that they were somebody, that they were worth something, and 
that they should go out and try to use this awareness, try to develop it 
as opposed to just going and learning a certain discipline.”29  With his 
inspiring rhetoric and can-do attitude, Whitman provided a much-
needed boost to artists’ often tenuous self-esteem and lack of confidence 
in their own potential.  the personality that dominated Whitman’s 
verse was warm, quirky, vigorous, and self-deprecating;  freed from the 
constraints and pompous expectations governing conventional society, 
it seemed refreshingly spirited and reassuring.  
in addition to his colloquial speech and inviting personal manner, 
Whitman attracted widespread attention with the startling physicality 
and athleticism of his verse.  this self-appointed “poet of the body,” 
who daringly confronted his reader “hankering, gross, mystical, nude,” 
seemed at times to fling himself right out from the pages of his book 
and to assume physical form, to transcend the conventional role of 
author, and to become instead a friend and companion to the reader: 
“my left hand hooking you round the waist, / my right hand pointing 
to landscapes of continents and the public road” (LG, 48, 47, 83).  as 
he explained in “so long!,” “camerado, this is no book, / Who touches 
this touches a man” (LG, 505).  that exuberant sense of bodily presence 
accorded well with the mounting clamor for greater personal and sexual 
freedom that was rapidly transforming the social and political landscape 
in the first decades of the twentieth century.  For his part and in line with 
the striking, gestural quality of Whitman’s verse, Henri urged artists 
to assert themselves physically in their art.  Rejecting the tight surfaces 
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and brushless effects favored by the academy, he advocated instead for 
an expansive and broadly gestural art to serve as an important marker 
of the presence and personality of the artist-maker.  “strokes carry a 
message whether you will it or not,” he counseled: “the brush stroke 
at the moment of contact carries inevitably the exact state of being of 
the artist at that exact moment into the work” (Spirit, 71, 16).  if the 
brushstroke signified the residue of the artist’s body living on in the 
fictive space of the work, these enriched surface effects served also to 
validate the sincerity and authenticity of the art-making process.  “let 
your painting show the vibration of breathing,” Henri advised: “Get 
the full swing of your body into the stroke” (Spirit, 245, 74).30 
in advocating for a lively, gestural mode of painting, Henri was 
advocating as well for a vibrant art of movement and inflection.  Henri 
often drew attention to the gestural surfaces of painters like Velasquez, 
Hals, and manet, whom he greatly admired, but it was the gestural and 
highly expressive movements of the american dancer isadora duncan 
that most stirred his imagination.  “back of her gesture i see a deep 
philosophy of freedom, and of dignity, of simplicity and of order,” he 
exclaimed.  “she is one of the prophets who open to our vision the 
possibility of a life where full natural growth and full natural expres-
sion will be the aim of all people.”  like many who saw her perform, 
Henri sensed in the intoxicating and transgressive qualities of her dance 
nothing less than “the great voice of Walt Whitman.”31 the british 
theatre designer Gordon craig spoke for many of his generation when 
he exclaimed, “Walt in a book is alive—but Walt walking, dancing, 
is liFe.”32  if duncan could transform the spirit of Whitman’s verse 
into dance, Henri was confident he and his students could translate 
it into paint.  “Pretend you are dancing or singing a picture,” Henri 
advised his students: “Put activity into it” (qtd. in Life, 59, 72).  With 
complementary tickets supplied by mary Fanton Roberts, editor of The 
Craftsman, Henri’s students were often seen sketching in the front row 
at the dancer’s new York performances (Life, 95-96).33 
John sloan and William Walkowitz, who studied with Henri at the 
Ferrer center, were among those to probe the Whitmanesque quali-
ties of duncan’s dance in their art.  in 1916 sloan included one of his 
etchings of duncan in the background of his portrait of noted Whit-
man biographer Horace traubel (see reproduction on the back cover). 
sloan’s pairing of duncan and traubel reified their mutual commit-
ment to the life-giving force of Whitman’s verse.  traubel was perhaps 
best known as the editor of The Conservator, the principal organ of the 
Walt Whitman Fellowship international.  sloan and Henri both knew 
traubel personally, and just the year before sitting for sloan’s portrait, 
traubel had reprinted selections from Henri’s article, “my People,” in 
two successive issues of The Conservator.34  still, when traubel invited 
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Henri to speak at the annual Whitman Fellowship meeting in new York, 
Henri politely declined.  although no stranger to public speaking, Henri 
indicated that he preferred to celebrate Whitman on his own terms and 
only when the mood struck.  “i celebrate the debt i owe to Whitman 
many joyous times—they are happy moments[;] i await and i welcome 
their coming without regard to time or place.”35  
Whatever reservations Henri had about speaking publicly at the 
Whitman Fellowship disappeared entirely in the classroom.  Future 
art critic Helen appleton Read, a smith college graduate and former 
student of William merritt chase, recalled her delight that in Henri’s 
class she “heard Walt Whitman for the first time unblushingly discussed 
in a mixed gathering.”36  although Henri was not known for encourag-
ing artists to explore the kind of explicit sexual content that so shocked 
readers of Whitman’s verse, neither did he try to dissuade artists from 
exploring sexual matters in their art.  the freedom to choose far out-
weighed any prohibitions against it.  sloan’s sympathy for the plight of 
prostitutes and sensuous treatment of couples in bed, as in the lyrical 
Figure 2.  John  sloan, Turning out the Light, 1905. John sloan (1871-1951).  steel-faced 
copper plate etching, ink on paper, 9 x 12 in. (22.9 x 30.5 cm).  delaware art museum, 
Gift of Helen Farr sloan, 1963. © 2011 delaware art museum / artists Rights society 
(aRs), new York.
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Turning out the Light, 1905 (Figure 2), both radical subjects by turn-
of-the-century standards, bear witness to both Henri’s tolerance and 
Whitman’s poetic celebration of “the flesh and the appetites” (LG, 53).  
in the classroom Henri’s manner was focused and empowering. 
in striking contrast to the staged theatrics of his former colleague, 
William merritt chase, Henri approached teaching as an intimate 
and enabling conversation between friends.  Rockwell Kent described 
Henri’s critiques as “earnest . . . , at times, impassioned[,] and . . . al-
most invariably personal—that is, directed to one student at a time.”37 
still, many students found Henri’s comments so stimulating that they 
followed him around the room to listen in on his conversations with 
others (Life, 59).  “i teach straying from me, yet who can stray from 
me?” Whitman advised: “i follow you whoever you are from the present 
hour, / my words itch at your ears till you understand them” (LG, 85). 
For Henri as for Whitman the success of the individual was integrally 
connected to the success and well-being of the group.  Whitman’s great 
passion, as ed Folsom and Kenneth m. Price have noted, “was for a 
democracy that celebrated the self yet sang the ensemble, a democracy 
Figure 3.  Robert Henri’s art students league painting class, new York, ca. 1916. 
Robert Henri is seated in the center of the second row.  courtesy of marian Wardle.
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that worshipped the individual and the communal, that indeed defined 
democratic individuality as the ability to imagine and empathize with 
the vast variety of other individualities that composed the nation.”38 
the communal spirit that suffused the classroom radiates outward from 
the many group photographs Henri sat for with his students.  typical 
is a photograph in which a smiling Henri sits surrounded by a group 
of some three dozen male and female students from the art students 
league (Figure 3).  attired in their paint smocks, some holding the 
implements of their craft, the group is huddled together, their bodies 
relaxed and often touching the person next to them, their faces register-
ing warmth, openness, and the pleasure of extended human contact.
the sense of community that pervaded Henri’s classroom char-
acterized much of the art produced by his students and those in his 
immediate circle as well.  Whether that community involved a group 
of Jewish merchants and their customers on the lower east side (as in 
George luks, Hester Street, 1905, the brooklyn museum), a gathering 
of gaily-clad spectators enjoying the new urban entertainments (as in 
William Glackens, Hammerstein’s Roof Garden, ca. 1901, the Whitney 
museum of american art), or friends sharing the joys of a communal 
meal, the celebration of community registered as a leit motif throughout 
much of the art produced by Henri and his circle.  this was particularly 
true in the art of John sloan.  Memory (Figure 4), for example, completed 
in 1906, shortly after the artist joined Henri in new York, represents 
Henri and his wife linda, a former student who had died the previous 
year, enjoying an intimate evening together with the sloans.  the men 
draw while linda reads aloud from 
a book and sloan’s wife dolly gazes 
steadily out at the viewer. With the 
exception of dolly who seems to 
await the next game of cards, each 
of those present is absorbed in his/
her own pursuit—the men draw-
ing, linda reading—while simulta-
neously enjoying the company and 
camaraderie of the group.  even 
sloan’s self-representation, the 
first of many over his long career, 
manifests elements of Whitman’s 
engaged artist-participant.  sloan’s 
dark features and three-quarter 
pose make him the strongest and 
most expressive of the work’s four 
figures, a visual trope for Whit-
man’s participating “i.”39 
Figure 4.  John sloan, Memory, 1906.  John 
sloan (1871-1951).  etching on paper, 7 
½ x 9 in. (19.1 x 22.9 cm).  delaware art 
museum, Gift of Helen Farr sloan, 1998. 
© 2011 delaware art museum / artists 
Rights society (aRs), new York.
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Henri’s commitment to what he termed the “great brotherhood” 
of artists assumed its most public dimension in his pioneering efforts to 
stimulate the promotion and popularization of american art through 
independent exhibitions (Spirit, 18).  above all, Henri championed 
the concept of jury-free exhibitions where the exhibiting artists rather 
than a select group of often conservative jurors assumed responsibility 
for the selection and display of each artist’s work.  Henri had experi-
enced firsthand the personal and professional consequences of having 
his art rejected by the restrictive exhibition policies endorsed by large, 
hierarchical organizations like the national academy.  in advocating 
for smaller, more democratically structured exhibitions, Henri was 
especially committed to helping artists whose work fell outside the 
artistic mainstream.  one of his first public ventures in this regard was 
the collaborative staging of the 1908 exhibition “the eight” at the 
macbeth Galleries.  the exhibition, with its focus on the works of eight 
artists, each with full autonomy to choose the works he would exhibit 
and how they would be displayed, garnered critical and popular success. 
two years later Henri helped plan the larger and more comprehensive 
exhibition of independent artists.  For this, he and his fellow artists 
eschewed the common practice of hanging artists’ works according to a 
hierarchical scheme that favored the work of established artists.  instead, 
they employed the far more democratic practice of hanging the works 
of all the exhibiting artists in strict alphabetical order.  in planning the 
exhibition, Henri described it as “an opportunity for individuality, an 
opportunity for experimenters. . . . Freedom to think and to show what 
you are thinking about, that is what the exhibition stands for.”40
in the first volume of With Walt Whitman in Camden, traubel’s 
insightful and highly personal biography of the poet published in 1906, 
Whitman outlined his own opposition to some of the hierarchical prac-
tices Henri opposed, especially the practice of hanging works “on the 
line.”  “that line in a conventional art gallery!” Whitman exclaimed; 
“i’m not so sure of it, my hearty.  i wonder if leaves of Grass would be 
hung on the line if the galleries had their way about it?—on the line or 
on a scaffold?”41  as an avid consumer of all that was written about the 
poet, Henri was no doubt familiar with Whitman’s biting critique of the 
exhibition practices favored by the academy.  at the very least Whitman’s 
observations confirmed the poet’s stature as an astute observer of the 
visual arts practices of his day.  more importantly, Whitman’s remarks 
graphically reinforced Henri’s own reform instincts.  by distancing him-
self and his verse from the very practices Henri was now determined to 
change, Whitman soundly affirmed both the integrity of the exhibition 
process and his support for the autonomy of the exhibiting artist.  
in 1911 Henri joined the faculty of the Ferrer center, a major hub 
of anarchist activities and a thriving center for progressive education. 
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Here, for the first time, the artist’s pedagogical ideas reverberated within 
the ranks of a group of activists and educators who fully shared his Whit-
manian enthusiasm.  the Ferrer center was dedicated to the memory 
of spanish anarchist and educator Francisco Ferrer and, in the words 
of historian Paul avrich, was “a place where cultural experimentation 
mingled with social insurgency.”42 Whitman’s democratic egalitarian-
ism, his willful flaunting of society’s norms (“i wear my hat as i please 
indoors or out” [LG, 47]), and his unwavering faith in the power and 
integrity of the individual accorded well with the group’s social, political, 
and artistic goals.  leonard abbott, one of the school’s leading figures, 
hailed the poet as an “emancipator” and judged Leaves of Grass “a veri-
table scripture of the modern radical movement.”43  Whitman’s portrait 
hung in the main lecture hall alongside those of others of the school’s 
philosophical forebears, including tolstoy, ibsen, thomas ingersoll, 
thomas Paine, and William morris; one of the most popular lecturers 
at the center was Henri’s old friend, sadakichi Hartmann, who often 
read from Whitman’s verse.44  in 1919, the centennial of Whitman’s 
birth, the school’s journal, The Modern School, edited by Henri student 
carl Zigrosser, devoted an entire issue to assessing Whitman’s life and 
the national and international expansion of his legacy.45 
Henri joined the Ferrer center at the personal invitation of emma 
Goldman.  in her autobiography Goldman recalled meeting Henri in 
new York in the fall of 1911 following one of her lectures.  “i had heard 
of Henri,” she wrote, “had seen his exhibitions, and had been told that 
he was a man of advanced social views.”  Henri had also heard of Gold-
man.  the previous year, while in toledo, he had attended one of her 
lectures, after which he purchased her book, Anarchism and Other Essays, 
which he read on the train back to new York.  Henri told Goldman that 
he enjoyed her magazine, Mother Earth, “especially the articles on Walt 
Whitman.”46  at the Ferrer center Henri’s course proved immensely 
popular.  leonard abbott termed it “one of the best, if not absolutely the 
best [art class], in the entire country.”47  a measure of its success can be 
gauged by the strength and diversity of the students it attracted, among 
them landscape painter (and eventual illustrator of the 1936 Heritage 
Press edition of Leaves of Grass) Rockwell Kent; future dadaist man 
Ray; cubist max Weber; expressionists abraham Walkowitz and ben 
benn; social-realist moses soyer; and textile artist marguerite Zorach 
and her sculptor husband William.  also in attendance was sculptor and 
poet adolf Wolff.  in 1913, Wolff’s poem, “Walt Whitman,” composed 
in abbott’s literature class and published in the inaugural issue of Glebe, 
echoed the sentiments of many at the school.   With youthful exuber-
ance, Wolff likened Whitman to “a mountain, mighty, vast and wild” and 
praised his verse as “a clarion-call to freedom, / a gesture of revolt, / . . . 
/ a declaration of the right of all / to live, to love, to dare and to do.”48  
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as an artist, Henri devoted much of his career to painting por-
traits of those he admiringly called “my people.”  “the people i like to 
paint,” he wrote in The Craftsman, “are ‘my people,’ whoever they may 
be, wherever they may exist, the people through whom dignity of life is 
manifest.”49  like his well-known portrait of Eva Green, 1907 (Figure 5), 
a young african-american girl whom he probably met on the streets of 
new York, Henri’s portraits celebrate the dignity, humanity, and respect 
of those often overlooked by mainstream american society, including 
children, the infirm, the elderly, immigrants, african americans, asian 
americans, and native americans.  Whitman, too, celebrated the 
country’s racial and ethnic diversity, and in “song of myself,” boldly 
proclaimed, “in all people i see myself, none more and not one a barley-
corn less” (LG, 47).  Whitman was similarly entranced by the potent 
power of portraiture: “ah! What tales might those pictures tell if their 
mute lips had the power of speech!,” he once exclaimed upon perusing 
a display of photographic portraits at Plumbe’s daguerreotype Gallery.50
Henri’s portraits, like his representation of the youthful Eva Green, 
bore witness to the lively brushwork and broad, gestural effects that were 
the hallmark of his teaching, but they were hardly daring in either format 
or expressive qualities.  even as Henri encouraged his students to seek 
out and become conversant with the modernist practices celebrated in 
the armory show of 1913 and promoted in small, independent galleries 
like alfred stieglitz’s 291 Gallery, 
his own art remained anchored 
in far more conservative and tra-
ditional art practices.  Following 
Henri’s death, Helen appleton 
Read offered an astute appraisal 
of the disparity between Henri’s 
progressive teaching practices and 
the conservative nature of his own 
artistic production.  “What was 
the magic,” she asked, that allowed 
Henri’s students and many of the 
critics to regard his art as possess-
ing the same “crusading spirit” as 
his teaching: “as we look at them 
now [his paintings] seem inher-
ently conservative, savoring more 
of Whistler and manet’s refine-
ments than courbet’s exuberant 
humanism.”  With the advantage 
of hindsight, she proffered: “even 
then, i suspect, it was the aura of 
Figure 5.  Robert Henri, Eva Green, 1907. 
oil on canvas, 24 1/8 x 20 ¼ in.  m59.45. 
Roland P. murdock collection, Wichita 
art museum, Wichita, Kansas.
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Henri’s personality and the ideals he was battling for that lent them a 
radicalism that they did not in actuality possess” (Read, 9).51   
like Whitman, the self-proclaimed “bard of personality,” Henri 
tapped the resources of his own personality to persuasively restructure 
the pedagogical experiences of large numbers of american artists in 
the early decades of the twentieth century (LG, 22).  Henri’s ability to 
frame the goals of the twentieth-century american artist through the 
lens of Whitman’s verse helped shift the artistic discourse decisively away 
from the emphasis on correct drawing, controlled surface effects, and 
historical subject matter valued by the academy.   in Henri’s classroom 
the discussion focused instead on matters of identity, the self, freedom 
of expression, and the relationship between the individual and the com-
munity.  together these tools provided students with a rich constellation 
of referents with which to fashion their own individual responses to the 
social, political, and artistic changes that were rapidly transforming 
the american cultural landscape.  artists as diverse as edward Hop-
per, John sloan, isabel bishop, Florine stettheimer, stuart davis, and 
Joseph stella, each of whom commenced their artistic careers under 
Henri’s tutelage, continued to draw strength from Henri’s ideals long 
after their classroom sessions had ended.  
the publication in 1923 of The Art Spirit, a compilation of Henri’s 
classroom commentaries, helped strengthen his reputation and broaden 
knowledge of his objectives among current and future generations of 
artists.  the book’s directness, its rambling and fragmentary structure, 
and even its language seemed aligned with the optimistic and colloquial 
nature of Whitman’s verse.  in the introduction to the 1921 modern 
library edition of Leaves of Grass, one of the many new editions of 
Whitman’s verse to appear in the interwar years, poet carl sandburg 
characterized the work as “a book to be owned, kept, loaned, fought 
over, and read till it is dog-eared and dirty all over.”52  the same could 
be said of The Art Spirit.  since its publication, The Art Spirit’s bracing 
tone and inspiring objectives have captured the imaginations of scores 
of individuals across multiple generations and artistic persuasions.  in 
“Poets to come,” Whitman reminded his reader “not to-day is to justify 
me and answer what i am for, / but you, a new brood, native, athletic, 
continental, greater than before known, / arouse! for you must justify 
me” (LG, 14).  Henri’s place among this “new brood” is indisputable, 
sustained in large part by his continuing efforts to “justify” the poet to 
an ever-expanding audience of american artists.  
University of Missouri-St. Louis
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